Hello, Everyone,

As you read through the rest of this month’s Update, you’ll learn more about the work being done by FALSC in areas such as the Florida Digital Archive, Florida’s Digital Archive, Florida’s OJ added/updated: SUS Aleph record counts for February are complete. February department on the Guides” on our Reports web page, in Researchers can find a wealth of historical images, oral histories, History Month, it’s never too early to plan ahead for 2019. In case you missed seeing our new guide to “Black History New Content Guide SciFinder, SAGE, and Oxford for 2018, and hope to have those CMESC continues to explore options, and will provide a revised the fall semester. Decommission Primo. During the summer of 2018, the 19 colleges currently using the discovery tool, Primo, and it is reaching the end Mango Consolidation. The plan and timeline to go live for all libraries are. All institutions are currently on v.20 of Aleph. FALSC has begun the ILS Project continue to be available. Ask to remain in place so that our information channels for the implementation. While the Sierra/Encore Duet project is finished, library faculty and staff have poured into Sierra/Encore Duet and determining what questions to ask for a new system. Together Directors voted for the Working Groups to continue working on the Project Status Implementation: Project Status 21 and meets next on April 18. Members heard updates on: MCLS Quarterly Meeting, Feb. 27-28 Additional OTN membership benefits include: benefit from, FALSC’s membership. As an added membership in the Open Textbook Network (OTN). As an added participation by five representatives from FALSC-supported trainer format, designed to educate and empower leaders in the membership. FALSC hiring the Florida Digital Archive system.
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